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EDITORIAL
THE PRESENT ISSUE is almost totally concerned with
the second Nelen Yubu Pastoral Workshop which took
place in November last year at Daly River. There is an
overall report by myself, later reflections on it by Fr
Dan O’Donovan and the papers that guided our
discussions.
The workshops are interdenominational
in character.
The papers express points of view and theological stances
that all members of the workshops would want to hear
and understand, without necessarily agreeing to in all
particulars.
It is one of the values of such
interdenominational
meetings that expressions of diverse
positions can be presented with candour so that
agreements can be marked and differences recognised
with both accuracy and sympathy.
While such experiences make us all more and more
aware of how much our Christian heritage is common to
us all, however masked by diversity in temper and
ideological expression, we must be prepared at times to
be amazed at the courage and imagination shown by
some in dealing with problems before which others of us
So the virtue most proper to
feel quite impotent.
pilgrims still ‘in via’, hope, is re-quickened.
Our printer in Melbourne seems to have had trouble
with paper quality in the last issue (December, No. 17).
We apologise to those subscribers whose copies were
defective due to print-through.
Martin
Editor
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IN OCTOBER 1982 we held at Daly River the first of the Nelen Yubu
Pastoral workshops. It was reported in Ne2en Yubu No. 14 (December
1982) pp.22-31. As recorded on p.31, the workshop participants felt
that the idea had value, so we should try to organise a pastoral
workshop each year.
The main participants would be pastors in
Aboriginal communities in Northern Territory.
Each term in the
foregoing proposition expresses a focus of intention;
it is not a
limiting
definition.
Thus the workshops would be principally to
provide a forum for ordained ministers: all the same, lay persons who
identified as church workers would be covered by the term ‘pastor’.
Though the ‘pastors’ would mainly come from actual Aboriginal
communities,
people working in church (or mission) administrative
centres in Darwin for example, and in traming institutions
like
Nungalinya College would certainly qualify.
And ‘Northern Territory’
is understood as a focal point in northern Australia as a whole.
The theme of each workshop would optimally be double-sided. It
would have pastoral relevance and at the same time be of importance
to the cultural and social life of Aboriginal Christians. In 1982 the
theme was ‘Initiation:
Aboriginal and Christian’.
The theme finally
decided upon for the 1983 workshop was ‘Leadership and Ministry in
Aboriginal Communities’.
A principal characteristic
of the workshops is that they be
interdenominational.
They have an ecumenical inspiration, so that we
might all be enabled to learn from one another, for the building-up,
the ‘edification’,
of the Body of Christ, the Christian church in the
various forms under which it subsists in the modern world.
3
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In regard to timing the practical proposal advanced at the 1982
workshop was that travel costs could be cut down for some if the
workshop were timed to align with the CMS conference in Darwin,
normally in September. Our endeavour to follow this guide and at the
same time to suit the various blocks of participants led us into several
changes of date and postponements, with the result that the week
finally settled upon was not very suitable for anybody. At one stage
we looked like having 31 participants
ranging from Cape York
across to Kalumburu and from Melville Island down to
Peninsula
Santa ‘Teresa south of the Alice.
Such a number would have strained
the resources of our locale, the Daly River Centre. By the time we
got to our meeting quite a number had notified that, regretfully, they
would be unable to attend.
Participants

Eventually there were 14 participants.
Eight were ordained
ministers, six were final year students from Nungalinya College (third
year in Diploma of Theology course).
Two of the students were
women. In all there were four members of the Anglican Church, five
of the Uniting Church and five of the Roman Catholic Church. Eight
Seven of the
of the participants came from Nungalinya College.
participants were Aboriginal people, three of them from Queensland,
the1others from the Territory.
Six were white Australians, and one
(Jovilisi Renata) was a Fijian who has been a church worker for many
years in Arnhem Land, was in the last stages of preparation for
ministerial ordination and was to join the Nungalinya College staff
(Community Development) in 1984 before eventually returning as a
minister to Fiji.
The names of the participants
Ordained

were:
Ministers

Percy Leske
Tony Nichols
Terry Djiniyini
Brendan Walters
Boniface Perdjert
Brian Healy
Dan O’Donovan
Martin Wilson

7
-

Numbulwar
Nungalinya College
Nungalinya College
Port Keats
Port Keats
Alice Springs
Kalumburu
NYMU
Students
(Nungalinya College)
Keith Warner
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Silas Wombly
McNaught Ngallametta
Jovilisi Renata
Betty Roberts
Dinah Garadji
The NYMU secretary, Keren Calvert, looked after the catering.
We
are particularly grateful to Sister Laurencia fdnsc (then of Nightcliff,
now at Alice Springs) who kindly volunteered to help Keren in her
task.
Proceedings

The meetings took place in the pleasant environment of the Daly
River Centre.
Participants arrived mostly during the afternoon of
Monday 21 November. There were four sessions each day, 9 am, 11
Members took it in turns to lead common
3.30 pm, 7.30 pm.
z?yer at the beginning of the first morning session and the end of the
evening session. Two of the Nungalinya College staff had to leave on
Wednesday evening. It was appreciated that they attended in spite of
the heavy pressure of other work upon them.
A couple of papers had been prepared for the workshop, and several others that had been written for different occasions were judged
relevant to our theme and were presented as such.
The workshop developed in a different way from what I had
expected. The papers, I suppose, opened up areas of discussion, set up
various markers, but were not themselves discussed in any detail. The
complexus of the actual membership did not invite the sort of
‘academic’ discussion (for want of a better word to describe it) that I
h.ad expected from the experience of the 1982 workshop.
The ‘83
workshop quickly developed its own focus, and we. felt that it was
better to respond to the actual dynamic than to try to force
proceedings to follow a pre-established plan. While this means that
there were not great learned discussions that I might report here in
detail, the workshop gained, I believe, in authenticity and practical
value. We -ended at midday on the third day (Thursday 24 November)
when we felt the main things had been said and before we started to
load ourselves with repetitious detail.
One of our number (whom I know from experience to be an
articulate man) preferred to restrict his input to occasional comments
and observations, which he made from time to time with disarming
candour. Another said he came to hear and learn, not to speak. He
kept to his resolve with astonishing consistency: yet his silence had
its own sort of eloquence.
The papers that were presented are reproduced in this issue of Nelen Yubu. That of Tony Nichols and my own were prepared specifically
5
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for the workshop. Terry Djiniyini’s was first produced by the Uniting
Church’s Aboriginal
Advisory
and Development Services (AADS,
September 1983) in conjunction with another paper presented to the
October Uniting Church Synod. Jovilisi Renata’s and Keith Warner’s
represented work done at Nungalinya College.
I include a short paper prepared by Canon Barry Butler, chairman
of the (Anglican) Church Missionary Society.
The change of dates
prevented his attendance.
He had planned to inform us about an
international church conference he had attended at Honolulu in June
1983 on church planting and growth.
Unfortunately
the multiple
copies he had prepared for us got waylaid and did not reach me until
well after our workshop was over. This was a pity as they were very
relevant to our discussions as they actually developed.
Theme

We decided to present our formal papers in consecutive sessions
so that the whole area could be opened up for discussion. Otherwise
people feel inhibited in discussion:
they don’t want to anticipate a
point that they know they are going to develop more fully in a later
paper of their own or expect that someone else will in theirs.
First of all
Tony Nichols presented his view of the biblical
background to Indigenous ministry and worship, and I followed with my
paper on a Roman Catholic view of the status of indigenous ministries
in modern church policy. Thirdly, Terry Djiniyini, being an Aboriginal
theologian in his own right, outlined some particularly important points
on the identity of Aboriginal Christianity and spirituality.
Within these broad parameters discussion quickly took a practical
turn with consideration of particular difficulties being experienced by
various church groups in the development of an Aboriginal ministry.
At the 1982 workshop we were all white pastors talking about
our ministry to Aboriginal communities. At this one the discussron was
Aboriginal
role
about
ministry
itself
and the supportive
The
white pastors might perform in fostering its development.
itself
was
heard
through
Terry
Djiniyini,
Deacon
Aboriginal voice
Boniface Perdjert and the ministerial
candidates from Nungalinya
College, who were all adult persons with a history of church work
already behind them.
Ministry

and social

leadership

The association between Aboriginal ministry and social leadership
My remembrance
of the issues is as
quickly came to the fore.
so
much
that
Aboriginal
ministers
should be
follows. It is not
traditional leaders in their own right in Aboriginal communities (we
were thinking mainly of the tribal situation), but that they need to be
6
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accredited by the tribal authorities.
Age comes into this. One of the,
Nungalinya ministerial candidates, a grey-haired man, was already a
tribal elder in his own right, through the choice of his family after his
father’s death. Another was his nephew, who mentioned approval by
the elders in his presentation for the ministry.
In the Uniting Church
context, as I understand it, there tends to be a convergence between
local tribal and local church authorities through the function of
‘elders’ in each. Of course by the mere passage of the years a young
minister in the right family and suitably initiated can grow into eldership within his community.
Boniface Perdjert’s
case as described by himself
is quite
illuminating.
He is a member of the land-owning family, the son of a
man who was a recognised tribal leader. Besides being a deacon of
the church, he is also currently president of the local council. The
council is comprised of young, or at least not elderly men who belong
to the families of the elders, the social leaders: they were appointed
to the council precisely by the elders to carry out the technicalities of
administrative
work in their name. When it was proposed that he
become
an ordained married deacon, he ensured that he had the elders’
approval. Nowadays he sees his function as holding the two systems
together, tribal and church. The church itself at Port Keats is a focal
point for the various tribal groups, as their various ‘totems’ or
The elders inform him when bush
‘dreamings’ are depicted in it.
ceremonies are being planned; the people approach the priest through
him when they want Mass or religious services in the camp. In fine,
church and state are not separate entities but work together ‘like one
family’.
At the same time Boniface is conscious of the fact that church
office is wider than the local social scene. He is a deacon of the
Christian church, the church of the wider world. Thus he feels it to
have been very proper that he has exercised his’ministry outside of his
local area, in other parts of Australia and also overseas. English
language is a medium that enables him to do this with ease. His own
people appreciate this aspect of his ministerial function in the same
way as all the people respect the Aboriginal Sisters: by holding public
office or status in the church, they have in a way been universalised.
In-built

tensions

There is a tension built into this situation, as was made obvious, in
discussion of the desires expressed by various Arnhem Land Uniting
Church communities regarding ministerial appointments. I do not have
enough local knowledge to describe this part of the discussion in any
detail. In a summaty
way it seems fair to say that a complex set of
tensions seem to be operative.
7
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Firstly, an Aboriginal minister or any ‘local’ minister, especially
one whose ministerial candidacy is promoted by his own community,
has an obligation and function towards his own people. But as a
member of the Christian church his function extends beyond local
boundaries and he might in fact be called upon by church authorities
to exercise his ministry elsewhere.
Secondly and correspondingly, a local community can expect to
have one of their own as ministers rather than a stranger appointed by
church authorities from outside and higher up. At the same time the
local Christian community
must recognise the wider relevance of
church office.
A complication
is the situation where a local community has
become
so used to having an outside (a white) pastor that it objects to
any attempt on the side of the church to foster a local, Aboriginal
ministry.
This point was discussed at some length by Percy Leske, and
I shall come back to it later.
Ministerial

preparation:

standards

It appears that recently one Aboriginal community was not
allowed have a pastor of their own choice because the man they
wanted did not fulfil
church regulations regarding adequacy of
preparation.
Herein lies a third sort of tension that apparently is
experienced in varying degrees by each of the three Churches
represented at the workshop.
My own paper presents some commentary on this issue from the
The relevance of the issue to the
Roman Catholic point of view.
Roman Catholic Church as a church for Aboriginal people is obvious
enough from the fact that exactly half of the ordained Aboriginal
ministry of the Catholic Church was already present at our workshop
by the simple fact of Boniface Perdjert’s attendance.
The Uniting and Anglican Churches have their own sort of worries
about the matter, but they do have Nungalinya College which is
actually doing something about it. The practical issue that was aired
at the workshop was the educational standard required for ministry.
The normal Uniting Church requirement is at least two years of
tertiary studies followed by three years of residency at a theological
college. For the Uniting Church ministerial candidates at Nungalinya
College the tertiary studies requirement is fulfilled by completion of
the Certificate
of Theology course (at least two years, college
residence for at least eight weeks) plus an Intensive English course. It
seems that in regard to the theological college residency requirement,
the Uniting Church insists on the full three years, whereas the
Anglicans would be happier with two. A complicating factor is that
for Aboriginal communities three years of college training is something
8
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It has
that they themselves want for their ministerial candidates.
acquired something of a traditional value!
Tony Nichols (present Principal of Nungalinya College) outlined a
further consideration in regard to qualifications
for ministry.
He
complained of a ‘double standard’. While white ministers are required
to meet certain educational standards to fit them for ministry in their
own cultural environment, and then at times are sent to Aboriginal
communities without any education at all in the culture of the people
they are going to minister to, Aboriginal candidates for ministry are
required to achieve a standard that would fit them for ministry in
white communities.
Ceremonial

leadership

and ministry

In his paper Djiniyini had noted that one of the characteristics of
Aboriginal
Christianity
must
be its
attention
to
a valid
contextualisation.
On the issue of ministry he developed his general
point in a particular way, viz. that church ministry should relate to
traditional leadership structures.
In his own area of coastal Arnhem Land (he is from Elcho Is.)
leadership has a complex structure.
It is a matter of different levels,
categories and functions. There is no one man who is
the
leader;
rather leadership is shared.
It is a matter of clearly defined but
complementary spheres of competence.
Thus, neglecting the variation introduced by the moiety system,
one can say that when a ceremony is to be performed three classes of
leaders must co-operate. There is. a decision-making body of men who
conserve traditional wisdom and exercise power in the social sphere.
These would decide to have, a certain ceremony, set the day, call the
other leaders to co-operate, and send out invitations to other tribal
peoples to attend the ceremony and maybe perform one of their own
at the same time.
The organisation of the ceremony belongs to a second category,
the ceremonial leaders whose competence is in the religious sphere. It
is they who run the ceremony, not the social leaders. The ceremonial
leaders have to work in close association with people who (on the third
level) exercise leadership in particular functions, e.g. song leaders,
dance leaders.
For the successful performance of a ceremony all
three groups must work in co-operation.
Djiniyini maintained that the church had failed to recognise this
leadership
structure
and tended to promote an educated man
irrespective
of whether the people would acknowledge his social
qualification for the leadership role involved in ministry.
Djiniyini’s
father was a leader in the social category and
maintained his function after his conversion. He was one of the three
9
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Elcho Is. leaders who m 1957 publically
displayed
the ‘rangga’,
the
sacred
boards,
on the
occasion
now famous
in anthropological
literature.
His purpose,
according
to his son, was precisely
to display
leadership.
Social
leadership
(first
category)
functions
inter-tribally
and
confers the power to mediate
in disputes.
Djiniyini
had been chosen as
successor
by his father,
even though he was not the eldest son.
He
felt initiation
into the social leadership
category
gave his ministry
an
effectiveness
that
was
lacking
before
he gained
that
social
qualification
and was simply an ordained
minister.
At
this
point
the
important
question
was asked
about
the
characteristics
that
one might
expect
in Aboriginal
candidates
for
ministry.
Djiniyini
replied
that the first
requirement
must be real
conversion.
can be
As another
remarked,
community
leadership
exercised
wrongly:
it is not sufficient
on its own.
Unfortunately
this
as discussion
went off in a slightly
point was not developed
further,
different
direction,
viz.
how
to prise
communities
out of the
dependency
syndrome
and
compel
them
to
take
up pastoral
responsibility
for themselves.
Before
I go on to the point just mentioned,
two further
remarks
can be added.
Firstly,
the Aboriginal
ministers
felt
that
their
identification
with their own social system gave them a special power
to exercise
Christian
challenge
to their traditional
culture
from within.
One particular
problem
for Aboriginal
ministers
is the operation
of
avoidance
rules between
various categories
of people.
A couple of the
Nungalmya
students
(the women
from
Roper)
saw this as an area
where Christianity
challenged
Aboriginal
culture.
Djiniylni
recognised
the problem
but is deciding
that
Christian
ministry
overrides
that
cultural
consideration,
and often the use of team mimstry
can quietly
side-step
the difficulty.
Deacon Boniface
saw his ministerial
role as
clearly overriding
avoidance
rules.
The second
remark
that
might
be made
is that
the usual
observation
that God often chooses the socially
insignificant
to do his
The issue is not a
work did not in fact come up in our discussions.
simple one: I remark on it only to leave it there.
Compulsion

to ministry

Percy Leske (Numbulwar,
Rose River)
rather
surprised
us with
information
about
a decisive
move the Anglican
Church
Missionary
Society
was about
to make.
The Anglicans
have an ordained
Aboriginal
pastor at Ngukurr
(Roper River).
(Unfortunately
he did not
come to the workshop,)
Their
assessment
of the situation
in their
other Aboriginal
churches
is that the people have become attached
to
10
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the ‘status quo’.
They are happy to continue on indefinitely with
white pastors and feel an Aboriginal ministry could not take their
place. The CMS are not prepared to accept this situation.
Last year Percy Leske used Nungalinya College’s field experience
program to change the outlook of the Numbulwar community.
Nungalinya College Diploma of Theology program prescribes one term
of supervised field experience each year for its students. Percy gave
his student,
a Uniting Church Arnhem Lander, the task of stirring up
ministry among the members of the Numbulwar congregation. By
discussion and example he was to disabuse the people of the
misconceptions they held about ministry, to show that it was not too
heavy a responsibility and that it was both possible and desirable that
they provide their own ministers.
Apparently the student’s work was
very effective.
This year (1984) two Numbulwar men will commence
ministerial
training at Nungalinya College, joining a colleague who is
already doing the Certificate
of Theologyicourse there. And another
man ‘wants to train as a lay evangelist, with the idea of travelling
around to help people particularly
in the area of financial management.
The Numbulwar church now feels it can manage its own affairs,
with the result that Percy planned to move out - by the time this is
printed he has probably already taken up his post in Darwin as
successor to Canon Butler as chairman of the CMS.
Nungalinya College is prepared to consider the placement
of
others of its students in their field experience term in communities
that
feel they might benefit in a similar way.
The crossing of
denominational boundaries does not seem to be a problem.
At any
rate, it wasn’t so in the Numbulwar experience. The proposal also fits
in well with modern missiological thinking in the Christian churches,
namely
the development
of basic ecclesial
communities
and
diversification
of the role of ministries, clerical .and lay.
In the
Roman Catholic context these were major themes in Pope Paul VI’s
Apostolic .Exhortation, Evangel ii Nuntiandi
that gathered together
‘.
the fruits of the 1974 Synod of Bishops.
Conclusion
In the last part of the workshop the Nungalinya students present
described their recent field experiences and spoke about their outlook
on ministry.
There was some discussion also of the relationship
between
Aboriginal culture and Christianity.
It was in this context
that Keith Warner and Jovilisi Renata presented their papers.
It was felt that by midday Thursday all those present had proposed
their ideas on the workshop’s topic and had heard the others. It was a
good time to make for home.
A number expressed the hope that the series of workshops would
11
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continue.
Certainly
they
uniquely
respond to a need for
intercommunication
and either create or at least make evident
opportunities for practical co-operation.
To my mind they represent
the best sort of ecumenism, that is, ecumenism in practice, not just
talk about it.
As NYMU is no longer based at Daly River, the logistics of travel,
accommodation etc. would be greatly simplified if we met in Darwin.
The main loss would be the enforced closeness in pleasant surroundings
such as we experience at the Daly River Centre. The workshop could
become just another Darwin meeting, and for men who have come in
from remote communities the lure of the stores would be strong - all
those essential commodities for a projector, a pump, a tractor that
one can vainly write letters about and wait months for out in the bush
. . .
We’ll see, but unless I hear strong opinions to the contrary I think
we’ll try Darwin for the next one. I’11 be in contact with potential
participants in a few months time.

12

TOWARDSINDIGENOUS CHRISTIAN WORSHIP
AND MINISTRY
SOME

A

I

BIBLICAL

PRINCIPLES

Nichols

INDIGENOUS THEOLOGY must be rooted in God’s Revelation but
responsive to the indigenous context.
This paper focuses on the
former - the Biblical Revelation:
1.
God does not accept all worship. God rejects some worship (Genesis 4:1-16; Hebrews 11:4).
2.
God accepts worship that conforms to His Word. Man is not
free to decide how to worship God. Rather man must worship
God in the way He reveals. (Exodus 20; Deuteronomy 4: 15-l 9;
12:10-14).
God has always required the same worship from men and
3.
women
- trust and obedience to Him in the whole of life. (1
Samuel 15;
Isaiah ‘l:ll-17;
Micah 6:6-8;. Amos 5:21-24;
Jeremiah 7:21-23; Psalms 50:7-15; 51:15-17; 116:12-18).
4.
But under the Old Covenant God told Israel to show their
obedience in a special way - God gave the ritual of sacrifice a
central place in Israel’s worship. The Tabernacle (Temple), Sacrif ices, and the Ministry of the Levitical Priests were to be a
visible,
These
material expression of Israel’s obedience.
ceremonies of sacrifice prepared the people for the perfect
sacrifice of Jesus. The Tabernacle ritual also reminded the
people of their sins and need for forgiveness. (Hebrews 8-10).
5.
Israel failed to offer God acceptable worship (Jeremiah 7:21-26;
Matthew 21:33-45; 23:29-36; Acts 7:39-53).
We must distinguish between Israel’s religion and God’s
Revelation-in the Old Testament.
introduced a New Covenant in fulfilment
of Old
6.
Christ
Testament prophecy (Jeremiah 31:31-34). He Himself offered
13
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7.

8.

9.

10.

to God the perfect obedience (I.e. worshrp) that Adam, and
Israel subsequently, failed to offer.
Jesus’ obedience found its
supreme expression In His death (Hebrews 10:5-10). Unlike the
OT sacrifices Jesus’ blood cleanses the belrever forever so that
we can serve the livmg God. (Hebrews 9:12-14). Jesus’ death
enables us to offer acceptable worship (Hebrews 12:28).
Jesus’ death fulfilled the Old Testament laws about sacrifice,
Man does not have to offer
and abolished those ceremonies.
only the sacrifice
of praise and
sacrifice
any more thanksgiving (Hebrews 13: 15).
Jesus has offered the only
sacrifice that satisfies God. There is nothing left for man to
offer or do. So in thankfulness the Christian offers his whole
life to God (Romans 12:1-2). Under the New Covenant there
is no place for a sacrificing or mediatorial priesthood. Jesus
abolished that too. (Hebrews 8:1-6; 9:11-15; 25-28; 10:12-22;
1 Timothy 2:5).
The New Testament never speaks of church gatherings as
‘worship’ or ‘service’ in the way we do. That is because the
Bible teaches that the whole life of the believer is his worship.
We offer true worship to God when we trust and obey His word
in every part of our life. Nothing worships God more than a
Romans
life of faith and obedience (Hebrews 12:28-13:21;
12:1-2).
Why should Christians gather together as a church then if it is
not specifically
to offer worship?
We meet for mutual
edification and upbuilding, to strengthen one another (Hebrews
10:24-25).
Of course when we meet we are conscious that
Jesus is present, too, by His Spirit as He promised.
The Lord’s Meal (or Communion)
expresses our fellowship in
Jesus and remmds us that His death is the basis of this
fellowship.
Heaven itself will be fellowship (Revelation 21:3).
We are already members of the Heavenly gathering. (Hebrews
12:22; Ephesians 2:6).
In the church (congregation) there are many gifts.
Each
member has some ministry or contribution to make to the
upbuilding of the Body. (1 Corinthians 12).
God has not
given all His gifts to one man.
There is no hierarchical
leadership. ‘Diakonia’ (lowly service) is the characteristic word
for ministry (Luke 22:25f). The essential ministry is that of the
Lord Christ.
He does His work through people whom He calls
and equips. But there is no definitive pattern of leadership and
ministry.
Flexibility
in response to the Spirit of God is the
main characteristic.
14
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In the new Testament
there
IS no evidence
that churches
did
things the same way.
As far as we know the apostles did not
enforce
any order of service or pattern
of leadership.
There IS
no Book of Leviticus
as in the OT.
The first Christians
were
They did not immediately
separate
from other Jews who
Jews.
They continued
to go to the Temple
did not believe
in Jesus.
for feasts, and for prayer at ‘the hour of prayer’
(Acts 3:l).
After
AD 70 there was a growing
split between
Christian
Jews
Perhaps
Jewish
churches
saw themselves
as
and non-Jews.
Christian
synogogues
(see James 2:2).
Their meetings
probably
scripture
reading,
followed
the
usual
synagogue
pattern:
explanation,
psalm singing and prayers.
But there were three new factors:
1.
2.
3.

These
Jewish
Christians
were
more
interested
in the
Prophets
and Psalms than the Law.
The activity
of the Spirit of God often produced
prophecy
and tongues.
The custom
of the shared
meal this often
included
remembrance
of the Last Supper.
The shared bread and
cup proclaimed
the Lord’s
death
until
He comes (1 Cor
11.26).
It was also a symbol
of unity
and fellowship
in
Christ’s
body (1 Cor 10:17).

Gentile
churches,
no doubt did things their own way.
Certainly
what happened
in church in Corinth
was very different
from the
way Jerusalem
ran their meetings.
Nowhere
in Paul’s letters
do
we find an ‘order of service’.
Paul does criticise
the church at Corinth
for its meetings.
They
do not do things
‘in a proper
and orderly
way’ (1 Cor 14:40).
They are immature
and quarrel
(3:2-3),
and’ too interested
in
spirits (14:12).
But still Paul does not tell the Corinthians
to follow
the correct
‘order
of service’.
They are free to organize
things as they
like.
The important
thing is to work together
for the common
good of the body, Christ (12:7).
Everything
they do in church
must edify or build up Christians
(14:2,3,5,12,17,26,31).
The most important
gifts
are those of
teaching
and prophecy
because
they build people
up.
That is
why there
must be elders
who are able to teach.
It is by
teaching
God’s Word that people are saved (1 Timothy
4:16).
Some Relevant
1.

the Jerusalem

2.

the Antioch

Bible

Passages

church:
church:

Acts
Acts
15

2,42,
13:1-3;

4:34,

6:2-6;

14:26-27;

12:12.
15:30-32.
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6.
7.

Acts 16:13; Philippians 4:14-16.
~roas: Acts 20:7-12.
Ephesus:
Acts 20:17-38.
Corinth:
1 Corinthians 11:17-22; 14-26.
Thessalonians:
1 Thessalonians 5:27.

8.

Timothy's

3.
4.

5.

12.

Philippi:

churches:

1 Timothy
2:1-2;
4:11-16; 2 Timothy

8-12.
3:1-13;
3:10-4:2.

So, too, today, Aboriginal Christians
need
to
run
their
congregations in a way that fits their culture
and situation.
All that happens in church must encourage fellowship in Christ
so that Aboriginal Christians are built up and equipped to go out
into the world and worship God by obeying the Lord Jesus in
every area of life.
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NOTES ON CHURCH GROWTH
CONFERENCE(HONOLULU, JUNE 1983)
Barry Butler
IT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED that I should contribute some material to
the Seminar arising out of my attendance at a Conference in Honolulu
in June 1983.
The Conference was attended by about 170 people from Anglican
Dioceses around the Pacific rim and was called to discuss aspects of
ministry and church growth in these Dioceses (many of which were
characterised by work among indigenous peoples, scattered over large
areas of sea and land) with particular reference to the teachings and
legacy of Roland Allen.
Roland Allen was an Anglican Missionary priest in China over 60
years ago and as a result of his experience and study, he became
convinced that the missionary methods of those days were very
different to the methods of the Apostle Paul.
He wrote of his convictions in several books, including Missionary
Methods
- St ~aul’s or ours? which has become something
of
a
missionary classic.
Some of Allen’s basic convictions were:
1. A Christian community which has come into being as a result of
the preaching of the gospel should have handed over to it,
the
Bible,, the Creed, the Ministry and the Sacraments.
2. It ought to follow that the gifts and abilities of its members are
recognised so that presbyters are called to preach, teach and
pastor and to preside at the Eucharist.
3. It is also called to share the message of life with those around
who are not evangelised.
4. The Holy Spirit working in the lives of the community leaders is
sufficient for its life. Beware of training too much (according to
alien patterns) and don’t rely on imported leaders.
5. A C,hristian community which cannot do these things is not yet a
Church - it is a mission field.
Canon

Barry

Society

at

Butler,
the

time

of

Darwin , was chairman

of

the

workshop.
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Allen believed it was tremendously important for Christian groups
to share in the Lord’s Supper together and that any missionary
outreach which, although leading to the formation of congregations,
then fell short of providing authorised elders to minister
the
Sacraments
as well
as the
Word, failed
in its purpose.
Within the Anglican Church in the Northern Territory,
we frequently find that a shortage of ordained ministers sometimes results in
other priests travelling from place to place to celebrate the Holy
Communion.
This situation
often reflects
unhelpful inherited
traditions rather than biblical principles.
The Honolulu Conference recognised that we have not always
been able to encourage appropriate and local ministries for fairly
small congregations scattered over wide areas. We are often too
much influenced in our work for example in Arnhem Land by 20th
century Anglican ministry models, with all that this implies in terms
of theological and academic training, and church plant and equipment
needs with corresponding dependence on finance.
The Conference speakers stressed the need for much greater
flexibility
and diversity of ministries recognised and authorised by
ordination but for more specificially defined roles, periods of time and
places of service.
The Conference noted Roland Allen’s emphasis on the need for
non-stipendiary presbyters, and on his conviction that there was
nothing unbiblical in seeing elders set apart for short periods, for
specific work, and in definite localities.
I believe we have been hindered in our work of planting churches
in our work in Arnhem Land, by being slow to recognise the gifts of
Christian Aborigines and authorizing them by ordination to fulfil their
ministry according to the needs of the local Christian community in
ways that are appropriate to their situation. Training (Western type)
and financial support have been too much to the fore.
There is much more that could be said about the Honolulu
Conference and it was a challenging
experience in relation
to
encouraging Aboriginal leadership and ministry in Arnhem Land.
I recommend a book which is tremendously stimulating in regard
to evangelism and church planting in a different culture,:namely,Zhristepistle
ianity
Rediscovered
by Vincent J Donovan, subtitled
an
from the Masai.
Donovan, a Catholic priest who worked at the
Leliondo Mission in East Africa from 1965, became convinced that
although the medical and educational work were functioning well, the
missionaries were failing to communicate effectively with the Masai
about the gospel. He then went to the Masai in their kraals and
talked to them about the good news of Christ.
His ministry over some years to a number of Masai districts
18
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makes fascinating
reading.
He tried to start at the very beginning
with the basic truths
of Cod and Christianity
and there
are some
revolutionary
thoughts
in
the
book
about
church,
community,
sacraments
and prayer.
Donovan
was challenged
also by the work of
Roland Allen.
The book is published
by SCM Press - 1982,
st Paul's
or ours?
by Roland
Allen
is
Missionary
Methods still available
through
bookshops
but I’m not sure of the present
publishers.
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A REVIEW

NEW MINISTRIES:
M J Wilson

IT WAS SUGGESTED to me that I might make some comments on
our theme from the viewpoint of PNG, having been involved in a
seminary there for some six years. Fortunately
for me, someone
else has already done so in a very thorough way, Fr Bill Burrows
SW.
His period at Bomana seminary overlapped with the end of
mine. His experience of teaching dogmatic theology to seminarians
Ministries:
from the Yestern Pacific area led him to write New
the

global

context.

General Theme
New Ministries
is a criticism of present Roman Catholic views
of ministry. It is both negative and positive. It is negative
in that
it believes that the Roman Catholic Church has in practice
warped
and truncated the ,complex of Christian ministry.
In addition it
maintains that the Roman Catholic Church is unfortunately imposing
its narrow stereotype upon Christians in the new nations (the ‘Third
Church’), ouite contrary to what Burrows sees as the theological
constitution of ministry. His critique is positive
in
that
he
proooses some new forms of ministry and training for ministry in
places like PNG, a proposal that he believes can be securely
validated in theology and the history of the Christian tradition.
It is to be noted that though he writes specifically from a
Roman Catholic point of view, some central elements of his critique
are relevant also to ministry as developed in the Protestant
churches. I-hs basic complaint is that ministry has been too sharply
divorced from the community dimension of the local church, in other
words that ministry has been excessively clericalised, the clerical
institution has been fostered as something in its own right and all its
regulations and the training for it are geared towards peroetuation of
the status
quo. Thus he writes (pp. 61-62):
The p&-Reformation
the
church,
as

a

view community
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and
the
sacred,
enshrines
the
official
ministers
in a
privileged
and
central position.
. ..it
is a question of a complex
of
modern forces,
reinforced
by
a picture
of
Christ drawn with
sacral brushes,
having
so
deeply
engrained
itself
in religious
consciousness
that
a more wholistic
[Sic]
picture
of
Christian
life
has
been
made
difficult
to imagine.
Even
if
the
Protestant
picture of ordained ministry
is not
as priestly
and
juridically
authoritarian
as
the
Catholic
view,
it
still
remains true that
functionally
both
reformed
and
Catholic
ministries
are quite
similar.
The practical
picture of the service the church offers the
world
in
both
Christian
families
is one of sacramentally
and/or
homiletically
re-presenting
the
salvific
activity
of Christ.
The
ordained minister is the primary vehicle of that
work, and the shape
of the
church
is
built around it.
salvation

I might
add
as a personal
observation
that
the
various
denominational
seminaries
in PNG and related
areas are certainly
more similar
to one another
than dissimilar.
This fact has enabled
them
to
form
a very
co-operative
combine,
the
Melanesian
Association
of Theological
Schools (MATS?.
A further
remark:
the book concentrates
on the ordained
minisIt
notes
the possibility
of, and underscores
the need for
try.
non-ordained
ministries
in the church (pp. 70-721, but the main thrust
has to do with ordained
ministry.
This is fair enough,
but one has
the impression
that though
the book was published
five years after
the proclamation
of Evangelii
Nuntiandi
(Pope Paul VI's Apostolic
Exhortation
on evangelisation
in the modern
world),
it must have
been conceived
and written
before
it.
At any rate, it neglects
this
important
source which, arising
as it did from the Synod of Bishops
(1974), is germane
to the book’s theme not only because of general
topic but also because
of its particular
discussion
of the Synod of
Bishops as a oart of the church’s
ordained
pastoral
ministry
(DR.
144-145).
Naturally
I cannot
reproduce
here all of Bill Burrows’
argument:
However,
I shall try to
for that I simply
refer
you to the book.
indicate
the essential
points
of the arguments
he advances
to
validate
the critique
I have summarised
above.

Part One: Modern

Situation

Part
One is a factual
New Ministries
has three
parts.
description
of the modern
situation
of the church
particularly
in
reference
to the new nations
in Africa,
the Americas
and the
Pacific.
Burrows follows
Biihlmann’s
(1976/74:
The coming
of
the
Third church)
division
of the church
into the ‘First
Church’
(the
21
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church of ancient and modern Eastern Orthodox Christianity),
the
‘Second Church’ (the church in the West) and the ‘Third Church’ (in
He ends Part One with a chapter (Chapter 3)
the new nations).
entitled ‘Wineskin-breaking Mission of Christ and his Church’.
Ecclesiology:

two

models

Chapter 3 is a brief foray into ecclesiology.
He distinguishes
The first, the one that emerges from
two models of the church.
Vatican II is an old one, updated and biblically understood. It is the
While the Roman
church 'as a means of communicating
grace'.
Catholic Church of recent times has been endeavouring to Dare away
obscuring accretions to its sacramentology, the Protestant churches
have been trying to repair by a return to a richer sacramentology
the damage done to worship through an overly austere concentration
on word (bible and preaching). The ordained ministry has a central
place in this model and is consequently the target for criticism both
from riqht and left in the oresent time of church crisis.
The second model is that of the church 'as an instrument
for
It is a praxis rather than a developed
human liberation'.
ecclesiology.
It is the model liberation theology relies on. In brief
it stresses the actuality of the church and the sociological dimension
of redemption.
Religious experience and sacramentality are shifted
from occupation of the central position they have in Model One
ecclesiology.
Burrows goes on to evaluate the two models by indicating the
complementarity
the oositive strengths each of the models provides
to the defects of the’ other through neglect or overemphasis of
Christian elements. But mainly he asks each model to evaluate itself
by putting to itself the question as to whether or not it is thus a
valid continuation into modern times of Jesus’ own ministry.
Jesus’

‘wineskin-breaking

ministry’

Burrows describes the relevant characteristic of Jesus’ ministry
as ‘wineskin-breaking’.
By this he means that Jesus presented himself to his contemporaries as a living paradox. He could not be
categorised into any existing grout, certainly not as Pharisee or
scribe, nor as Sadducee or priest, nor as zealot or Essene, nor yet as
prophet, judge or even elder. In his teaching he exhibited a ‘reversal
logic’ (0. 44, after J D Crossan In Parabes 1973)l:
he reversed
normal human expectations
about riches, suffering,, mourninq,
laughter, borrowing, budcetting, oeace, orayinq, fasting, sin, virtue,
adulthood, family relationshios and obligations, marriaqe...and himself
as Messiah. He was an unsettling person and preached a surprising
kingdom. He put new wine into old wineskins and burst them.
22
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In effect Burrows
is suggesting that those whose ecclesiology
is after the instrument of grace model spend a lot of effort trying to
He carefully distinguishes
patch UD their old bursting wineskins.
In particular he
between professed doctrine and actual practice.
maintains that while contemporary Roman Catholic doctrine affirms
which
would
allow
for
the
the local nature of the church*,
adaptation of ministry to local contexts, which is the main practical
plea of New Ministries,
in practice policy imposes the same detailed
sort of clerical structure on all particular churches throughout the
world and the church has so far failed to suit ministry to the special
conditions of local congregations.
Yhile Burrows appreciates the local relevance of the liberation
model of the church, he doubts if the just society the liberationists
are striving for is really the Kingdom whose principle is the Spirit of
God. In his parable of the Pharisee and the tax collector 0-k
l&9-14) Jesus made a devastating comment on policies of human
rip,hteousness. Burrows aoes on to make the startling sup,qestion that
‘It would not be going too far to say that the best of pharisaism was
a first-century equivalent of liberation theology.’ (p-44)
Jesus’ own ministry was so concrete and a matter of personal
encounter that to describe it in any general phrase seems to parody
it. However, for the sake of brevity some encapsulating proposition
has to be adopted if we are not going merely to recount all the
gospel incidents.
After a deal of theological and philosophical
statement Burrows proposed that ‘Concretely, much of what Jesus
did in his earthly ministry was to incarnate the principle of creative
transformation
in an historical
movement that bears his name:
Christianity.’
(P.
50). If the church’s ministry is to be a present-day
continuation
of Jesus’ own, then it too must be creatively
transforming of persons and present states of affairs towards justice
and openness to a f ulness of life.
Part

Two:

Theology

of Ordained

Ministry

Part TWO is concerned with the theology of ordained m.inistry.
It is itself a summary theological and historical presentation of the
order of ministry in the church, and as such is difficult to summarise
even more briefly here. The simplest and possibly most useful thing
I can do in this regard is simply to observe that his treatment of the
origin and function of Christian ministry bears a remarkable
similarity
to the recent !YCC Vancouver statement on ministry
which, along with statements
on baptism and eucharist, was
co-authored by theologians of the major Christian churches (including
Roman Catholic) - Baptism,
Eucharist
and Ministry.
These
statements have been presented to all churches for official response.
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Crucial

Points:

Pastoral

Service

I want to select some crucial ooints for comment.
First of all
it should be noted that Burrows is presenting a theology of ordained
ministry such as would underpin his practical suggestions for ministry
in the Third Church (Part III). His main thrust is to underscore the
pastoral nature of ministry.
Ministry is a service to the church and
to the world.
It is not an institution for its own sake. As he is
ultimately
aiming at a criticism
of the model of ministry that
seminaries serve, he emphasises the local nature of the church (cf.
quotation from Vatican II Lumen Gentium above).
Ministry
is a
oastoral service of a church community.
A ministry divorced from
pastoral care of a community he sees as a deviation.
A community, of course, is a relative term.
At the bottom
there are the basic Christian communities which he described (DP.
20-21) as sociological units where individual persons interact, e.g. in
a rural village, an urban compound, a vocational Group. This is the
sort of community that ‘presbyters’ should care for.
Clusters of
these form dioceses with bishops as their pastors.
Regional
or national communities are in the care of episcopal conferences
(which burrows criticises for having been too timid so far in the
exercise of pastoral autonomy). Finally the pastoral care of the
World Church is the function of the Synod of Bishops and ultimately
of the bishop of Rome - the papacy is ‘a permanent and visible
source and foundation of unity of faith and fellowship’ (Lumen Gentium no. 181.
Presbyterate

Burrows briefly traces the evolution of the presbyterate from
a leadership role in the local community after the pattern of a
Jewish Sanhedrin ‘elder’, to presidency of eucharistic celebrations
(taking the place of the bishop as the early church dispersed). The
early church apparently avoided the use of ‘priestly’ conceptions,
except with reference to Christ who as supreme high priest displaces
the Jewish priesthood !EPistle
to the Hebrews), and the pag,an
oriesthood encapsulated everything the early Christians were being
converted from.
However, by the middle of the third century
bishoos were being referred to as ‘sacerdotes’ (St Cyprian
of
Carthage). As the presbyters took over the bishop’s role in oresiding
at eucharistic celebrations
in their local church communities, they
too came to be referred to as ‘priests’.
Burrows maintains that two developments during the Middle
Aqes led to a situation that the Protestant
reformers correctly
criticised, though unfortunately for the church many of them went to
24
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institutions
whose
the opposite
extreme
of denying
the validity
of
These
were,
first,
the
main
fault
was
their
overemphasis.
develoDment
of the hierarchy
into a priestly
caste to the extent that
the clerical
hierarchy
became
identified
with the ‘church’
in the
popular
mind.
Secondly,
the eucharist
became defined
as a sacrifice.
It lost its dimension
of being a community
celebration
and became
the exclusive
oreserve
of oriests
to the extent
that even today
there are many Roman
Catholic
priests
with
little
or no pastoral
care who consider
they fulfil
their role as Christian
ministers
simply
by their frequent
private
celebration
of the eucharist.
In opposition
to the reformers,
the Council
of Trent affirmed
the sacrificial
nature
of the eucharist
and the priest’s
special
function
in regard to it.
Vatican
II has endeavoured
to correct
both
extremes
in a more positive
way:
the first, by emohasisinp,
that the
church
is the whole ‘Peoole of God’ (though Burrows
would like more
emnhasis
in current
theology
on the Pauline conception
of it being so
because
it is the body of Christ,
p. 59);
and the second
by
emphasising
both the priestly
nature
of the People of God and the
pastoral
dimension
of ministry.
During
the centuries
the church’s
own efforts
at pastoral
reform
have had the effect
of separating
the church’s
ministers
ever more
sharply
from
the ordinary
people
of the local church
communities.
Since the rise of monasticism,
the monastic
model of celibacy
and
separation
from the world has provided
a pattern
for refashioning
the
ministerial
order.
Secondly,
by the institution
of seminaries
after
the Council
of Trent, the church has built an ethic of separation
into
ministry.

Part

Three:

Strategy

for Third

Church

Ministries

Part III follows
on from these considerations.
Its theme is the
Burrows is concerned
about two
strategy
for Third Church
ministry.
different
but related
things.
First, in regard to so many Third World
countries
we are witnessing
the dramatic
change whereby
they are
ceasing in their ecclesiastical
status
to be ‘missions’
conducted
by
the Second Church:
they are becoming
Church
in their own ri,qht,
the ‘Third Church’.
So the change from mission station to local churthe Second
Church
must
ches has to be effected.
Secondly,
corresoondingly
cease to impose
its own forms of church
life upon
the Third Church,
particularly
in regard to ministry.
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Practical

Proposals

Rurrows’ practical proposals are (p. 128 ff):
That a ministry of village pastors be instituted, fully
1)
ordained presbyters with authority to preside at the
eucharist.
They
could be married men involved in
ordinary family and village life.
Their initial training
need not be long, and they would need ongoing formation.
In PNG the cadre of catechists contains many men
already quite ready for the office.
The present ‘priests’ in the large mission stations of
2)
could serve as
today (which would be dismantled)
like
co-ordinators,
rather
present-day
deans, or
‘mini-bishops’.
This could be a good interim function for
expatriate’
missionaries
until
they themselves were
replaced by local presbyters who had proven their
capability of handling such a supervisory role.
Then the bishop etc.
Another possibility is the reintroduction of the order of
3)
deacon as a normal and ordained ministry, a ministry of
administration,
charitable
service,
teaching,
church
community leadership and liturgical function (cf. Vatican
II, Lumen Gentium
no. 29, Ad Gentes no. 16).
On the ordination of women (pp. 134-1371, I might note Burrows
pleads no special brief. It is consonant with his theology of church
ministry that they be not intrinsically
barred.
It is a practical
question of opportuneness in given cultural settings, and cultural.
values that discount women from sacred activity might count either
way. The history of the issue advises caution but not, he believes,
an absolutely negative stance. He goes on to make an interesting
suggestion (p. 136-137) that in view of women’s place in the modern
world they could well be created cardinals, a high advisory and
administrative
office
for which ordination is not an intrinsic
requirement;
and they could usefully be used in the Vatican’s
diplomatic corps and be appointed papal envoys to governments and
national churches.
This could well be within the spirit of Jesus’
wineskin-breaking ministry (p. 137).
Comment

on Proposals

By way of comment on the above proposals, I note
1) That in PNG an approach had been made to the PNG
Rishops Conference to set up just that sort of village
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priesthood.

I only

In the early ’70s
that
visited
the
The
Solomons.
academic
standard
cadre of pastors,
that time about
was moving
by
direction
to what

3)

know

that

the approach

came

to nothing.

I was part of a MATS accreditation
team
Anglican
Bishoo Pattison
Seminary
in the
seminary
was working
hard at raising
its
so as to prepare
a more highly qualified
as the Diocese
of Melanesia,
which had at
100 village
presbyters
(in Burrows’
terms),
deliberate
policy
in exactly
the opposite
Burrows
is proposing!

His main Droposals
would not strike
the members
of this
Pastoral
Workshop
as at all strange,
as we have amongst
us two Aboriginal
ministers,
an Anglican
pastor and
a
‘ioman
Catholic
deacon,
who are exactly
what Burrows
thinks the Third Church needs.
The oitv of course is that
they are so few.

Comment on General Theme
I find Burrows’
thesis cogent
and attractively
balanced
- except
on one point,
a central
one.
In preparatory
argument
towards
acceptance
of
a
village
presbyterate
he
endeavoured
to
‘de-sacerdotalize’
ordained
ministry.
It

is a major part of my basic argument
that
the
sacerdotalizing
the
concept of ministry
has been one of the most serious
deformations
that ever occurred in Christianity.
When ordained
ministry
became
wedded
to
the
monastic
separation
from the
‘fworldff,
the
scene
was
set
for a fundamental
myopia
which
would
create in the modern world a sacristy mentality
among
the
clergy
and a false
privatizing
of Christian life.
(p. 66)
of

I believe
his endeavour
to de-sacerdotalize
ministry
unnecessary
and
mistaken.
It was unnecessary,
as all he needed to do was to advise a
degree of de-clericalisation,
which is a much tamer
sort of proposal.
Before the Roman Catholic
church accepts a village presbyterate
such
as Burrows
describes,
it would have to abrogate
or at least qualify
the
rules that make the priesthood
a caste exclusive
of all who are not
male, celibate
and educated
at least to a post-secondary
,level.
None
of these rules imply
theolo@cal
issues except, maybe, the first one,
but that was not one he yanted
to do any more than comment
on.
In fairness
to Burrows
I should note that he confesses
candidly
(p.
109) that, while he relies heavily
on Vatican
II for affirmation
of the
he does not pretend
that the
pastoral
function
of church
office,
emohasis
he has placed
on ‘de-sacerdotalizinq’
ordained
ministry
is
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found
extol

in the Vatican
II documents.
On the contrary,
they frequently
the sacerdotal
aspect of office.
His endeavour
was mistaken,
I believe,
in that
the apparently
late
accretion
of priestly
characteristics
to the
episcopal
and
prebyteral
ministries
would be a validation
of Fr E Schillebeeckx’s
thesis which
he espouses as his own (pp. 77, 83-87).
Schillebeeckx
endeavours
to give a theological
account
of ministerial
order in the
church
in such a way that orders can be changed,
even created,
in
response
to cultural
and social circumstances,
but still be ‘de iure
divino’,
i.e. a part of the original
divinely
willed
constitution
of the
church.
In brief,
Schillebeeckx
proposes
that the church was founded
by Christ
with an inbuilt
hierarchical
principle:
the historical
church,
guided by the impulse
of its indwelling
Spirit,
developed
a variety
of
forms
by means
of which
this hierarchical
principle
was embodied
forth.
Thus in the Apostles’
own time the deaconate
was created,
and
the function
of the Elders (presbyteroi),
Superintendents
(Episkopoi)
and Papacy
developed
and changed
as the centuries
ran on.
In the
circumstances
of the first
Christian
communities
one can understand
that the priestly
aspect of ministry
and the sacrificial
aspect of the
eucharist
were elements
scarcely
noticed:
only later did they become
sharply
defined,
even possibly
to the point of becoming
excessively
dominant.
I welcome
Schillebeeckx’s
thesis
as the sort of theological
justification
I need as a Catholic
priest in these days when ecumenism
is like a stream
that has iost its early glitter
and turbulance
and is
In our present
context
I am
becoming
a quietly
powerful
river.
referring
particularly
to that
extraordinary
document,
the WCC
Vancouver
statement
on ministry
which, as I noted earlier,
is remarkably consonant
with Burrows’
main thesis.

1.

In

comment

mind
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Crossan’s

resulted

set’

kingdom

in

unpublished
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idiom

paper

the
and
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fact

style
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foundation

model

of

there

comes

he
the

proposes

proclaimed
common

that
his

people.

Jesus’
message
(D

‘twisted
about

the

Carrington,

of
God Stories
in Luke’s
Gospel’,
pp.
admirable
Christian
praxis
of
identificas Carrington
indicates,
but
I believe
it
by which
it destroys
all
categorisation,

‘Community-Kingdom

Such
a view
can
inspire
47-48. )
ation
with
marginalised
people,
robs Jesus’
gospel
of
the
clout
temporal,
cultural
or geographical.

2.

Carrington
that

the

individual
bishop,
however,
is
unity
in his particular
church,
In and
from such
universal
Church.
into
being
the
one
and
only
Catholic
‘The
of

’
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BASED

Terry

ON

CHRISTIANITY:
INDIGENOUS

THEOLOGY

Djiniyini

IN MY INTRODUCTION I would like to use a theological statement
from Bishop Fulton Sheen, the Roman Catholic theologian who
addressed the audience, both black and white, in 1955 in the
Propaganda College in Rome. This is what he said: ‘God has played
long enough
on the white
man's notes,
now he's going to play on
black

man's

notes....'

Though this statement
sound strong enough for
may not
theological argument,
to me it does speak and challenge the Western
Church and tradition, to know and understand that Christian theology
does speak to all cultural contexts. To me as a black theologian, God
is black as much as He is white - Why?
Because He speaks our language, knows our cultures and He made this land we now live in and
enjoy.
If I am to have my true identity before God, you cannot lock me
into your ways. You must give me freedom to be me. He treats me
just the same way as you. He has the same concern for the Aboriginal
as He has for white (balanda). He has no favouritism for one person.
We have inspiring truth in the Scripture about equality.
In the books
of the Old Testament we find in the book of Amos, Chapter 9:7 ‘Peoof Israel,
I think
as much of the people
of Sudan as I do
ple
Crete
and the Syrians
Egypt'.
Also
in
Acts
of
began
to speak:
I
the Apostles, Chapter 10:34-35 we find: 'Peter
now realise
that
it is true that God treats
everyone
on the same
basis.
Whoever
worships
him
and
does
what
is
right
is
acceptable
to him, no matter
what race he belongs
to.'
of you.
from Kir,

I brought
the Philistine
just
as I brought
you from

from

So spiritual revival amongst the Aboriginal people in Australia is a
turning point. We no longer see Him as a white man’s God or a God
that the missionaries brought to us, but He is our God who has lived
with us in history. But not only in history, He is living with us now in
the person of the Holy Spirit.
He has given us the vision for the
Revd.
Terry
Djiniyini,
from Elrho
Is.,
Nungalinya
College.
He is Vice-President
Islanders Christian Congress within the Uniting

is
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The Christian
God has come through
each person’s culture.
This
diagram
shows how dialogue
has taken place between
the Christian
and to some extent
between
Western
God and Western
culture,
culture
and Aboriginal
culture.
But it has not taken place between
the Christian
God and Aboriginal
culture,
or the culture
of the third
world.
The Reformation
gave Western
culture
the freedom
to explore
The Western
Church
has not, in
that dialogue
in many directions.
turn, given that same freedom
to Aboriginal
people to explore
that
dialogue
through
their
own culture.
We now want to and must
explore that dialogue.
brings
One Aboriginal
Christian
said:
‘Sacred
totem
many
The world was created
clans
together
in songs and ceremonies:
full
of totems
in all
the countries.
God made the original
totem
with
the power
and his power
comes to me through
the
totem.
The totem comes first
before
money or any other
Western
values.
For me and my people
totem
is the number
one key,
because
it
contains
Law and teaching
(which
we Aboriqinals
called
Rom and Dalkarra.)
English speaking
people call those in far away places heathens
and pagans.
Pagans are not like us, they have strange customs and
they follow
strange non-Christian
religions.
The label ‘pagan’ usually
implies
that we think they should change their ways to become more
like some good white man ways;
Church people would say Christian
ways - fair enough.
But the ones who made these judgments
have
not listened
very closely to the Bible or paid much attention
to the
customs of the people called Israel.
In the Old Testament
particularly,
the covenant
people of God
had special places of deep religious
significance.
We read of the
special meanmg of places like
Bethel
where
meetmgs
and
struggles
took place (Gen 28:10-Z).
Great importance
is given to
Sinai, the mountain
of God where Moses received
the law. Shiloh
was another
place of significance.
Some of these places were
located
within
Israel,
on promised
land.
Some were located
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outside and were places of pilgrimage into the wilderness.
In
many and various ways they were places sacred in the memory
and life of people; places associated with the teachings of the
Torah and places to remember the law and covenant that the
Lord God had made with Israel. The focus of all sacred places
became the law that centred around the ark of the covenant.
When a temple was built in Jerusalem, sacred stone tablets of
the law came to be placed in the most holy of holy places in the
very heart of the sanctuary. Those who, without permission,
entered this most sacred place where the ark was kept were said
to die. Only one person had permission and that was the High
Priest on only one day each year.
The people of the Bible understood the significance of a sacred
place. Sacred places in Israel were places where worship of Yahweh
was deepened and personal renewal was experienced.
Their
understanding of places where the law was retained and remembered
is very close indeed to the understanding that we Aboriginal people
have of sacred sites.
I am very sorry to say this - that in the history of Christian
missions in Australia, missionaries came and saw the totems of
Aboriginal people and jumped to the wrong conclusions. They thought
that the Aboriginal totems were idolatry. Theologians are today quite
clear that idols are images of strange gods that some may worship.
We are also clear that such worship is idolatry and is condemned in
the Bible. However, it is also clear that totems are not idols as the
Bible defines them and that both totems and sacred sites serve to
retain the law in a way analogous to that of the ark of the covenant.
In our Aboriginal culture, when persons approach a sacred site,
object or a totem, it is as if they are approaching the tablets of
stone Moses brought down from the mountain.
Christians seeing the wmged creatures and exotic carvings of the
ark of Israel will not conclude that it was an idol. On the contrary
the ark reminded viewers not of false gods but of Yahweh himself and
of the law that was a sign and seal of the ancient convenant between
God and His people. Here the law is preserved. Here the peoples
learn the meaning of obedience and justice. Here the law is not dead
but rather new hope is born and in significant ways persons renew
their relationships for ongoing life.
Here they recall whence they
come and seek direction as to whither they are going. Israel did not
worship the ark. It was not an idol, rather it was a sacred object
placed in a sacred place to remind Israel of the law and of the
mighty deeds of Yahweh in history.
We Aborigines, if not all
Christians, would generally understand the feelings of the Israelites if
they were about to be crushed under the tracks of a bulldozer. In the
32
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Bible we read about the sorrow and sickness among the people when
the temple
was defiled.
We Aboriginal
Christians
who read the Old
Testament
with understanding
of the spirituality
of Israel will know
and understand
something
of the genuine
feelings of distress amongst
our own people.
In Aboriginal
tradition
a ceremonial
visit to a sacred
site
does not emphasise
worship,
but rather
focuses
upon the
traditional
law.
Ceremonial
leaders
who
visit
sacred
sites
in
traditional
ways are open to the law.
They are open that they may
receive
wisdom and understanding
in order to share with others who
are ready to receive
it.
The parallels
with the Old Testament
Torah
(teaching
law) are real.
In the spirituality
of the Aborigines,
what happens at sacred sites
is more like a recognition
of ancient moral imperatives
than a kind of
worship.
This takes me to my second point:
contextualization.
I believe
that
the
Aboriginal
Church
principle
is very
important
for the
communication
of the gospel in the context
of the people with whom
it is concerned.
Aboriginal
Church principles
must be the ones that
follow
the way in which Christ
Jesus plants His Church.
To Peter,
‘You are rock!
And on this rock of foundation
I will build
Jesus said:
(Mattmy Church,
and not even death will be able to overcome
it’
hew 16:18).
I believe
that the Aboriginal
Church should not always
be a branch
of Western
churches
and tradition,
culture,
style,
structure
and theology.
It must be a Church that organises herself
in
her own context
in structure,
tradition,
style and a theology
which is
our own.
When the Lord calls Aboriginal
men and women out of this world
to do His work, He does not take away their culture
or language and
their true identity
as Aboriginal
people.
He blesses them and gives
them His word of commission
to go into the world and preach the
gospel to all mankind.
He makes them His <disciples and baptizes
them in the name of the Father,
the Son and the Holy Spirit, and also
teaches
them
to obey everything
that
He commands
them to do.
Jesus’ last words were that He will be always with them.
Christ uses
all men to.be his disciples and He wants His disciples to communicate
His words in the context
of their own culture,
so that the people can
understand
and make their
response
to the gospel
in their
own
understanding.
(Matthew
28: 16-20).
My own dear people,
let us not become
handicapped
by the
strange
tradition,
culture,
structure,
and theology
of our white
brothers
and sisters,
but let us,
with
faith,
exercise
our
true
identity
as people of God; who has given us true names, languages and
cultures.
This takes
theology
it must

me
be:

to

my

third

point.
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(a) Biblical.
I believe the Bible is the word of God and the Holy
Spirit speaks to our people through the Scripture;
God is Spirit, and Aboriginal Christians will struggle to
(b) Spiritual.
put into Aboriginal language this spirituality and speak about God
correctly.
Our people have always been a deeply spiritual people.
what in our
(c) Prophetic, one that can challenge our culture;
culture needs to be kept and built up in Christian faith and what
part of our culture needs to be condemned and done away by the
gospel of Jesus Christ.
I would like to talk about some of the ideas of Charles Nyamiti who
was a black African theologian.
He made five points about the
indigenous theology....
(1) He said:
The indigenous theology must be formulated in the
language of the people, not only in terms of the words and
sentence structures used, but in terms of culturally founded
conceptual imagery;
(2) Indigenous theology must also use a methodology that is logical
and a set of procedures which makes sense in the cultural
context.
(3) Indigenous theology must listen to the people. What are the
issues that are real to the people? What are the people hurting
and
suffering?
Aboriginal theologians must have the right
questions. We must have our theological agendas. We cannot
waste time answering other people’s questions.
(4) Indigenous theology
must use language that the people
understand: maybe stories or poetry or songs or even ceremonial
dances. Theologians cannot serve the people if the people do not
understand.
(5) Indigenous theology must come from people in the Church or, in
other words, from the community of believers. This means that
making up of Aboriginal theology is a job for all members of the
people of God. This is the work that we have to do together.
Indigenous theology must be more than just word. We must put
our theology into practice in words, deeds and actions. This means
helping our people who feel oppressed, lonely and lost in our
community or society, and bring to them the gospel of liberation.
(‘If
the Son makes you free, you are free indeed’).
To conclude I would like to encourage us to look for the
opportunity of creating gospel theology that really speaks to us and
our people in Australia.
We have many Aboriginal people who are
34
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gifted m traditional arts, music, songs, poetry and dances. People
like Kath Walker, a very gifted Aboriginal woman from Queensland,
has written a book called My People.
In this book she spoke lots
about the real issues of the struggles that our people have suffered
and from which they feel hurt. Let me fjnish up by quoting one of
her poems, ‘Aboriginal Charter of Rights’.
We want hope, not racialism,
Brotherhood,
not ostracism,
not white
ascendance:
Black advance,
Make us equals,
not dependants.
We need help,
not exploitation,
We want freedom,
not frustration;
Not control,
but self-reliance,
Independence,
not compliance,
Not rebuff,
but education,
Self-respect,
not resignation.
Free us from
a mean subjection,
From a bureaucrat
Protection.
Let's
forget
the old-time
slavers:
Give us fellowship,
not favours;
Encouragement,
not prohibitions,
and missions.
Homes, not settlements
not overlordship,
We need love,
wardship;
Grip of hand, not whip-hand
Opportunity
that places
White and black
on equal basis.
You dishearten,
not defend
us,
who should
befriend
us.
Circumscribe,
Give us welcome,
not aversion,
not cold coercion,
.
Give us choice,
not discrimination,
'
Status,
not segregation.
Human rights,
You the law, like
Roman Pontius,
Make us proud,
not colour-conscious;
Give the deal you still
deny us,
not bigot
bias;
Give goodwill,
Give ambition,
not prevention,
Confidence,
not condescension;
Give incentive,
not restriction,
Give us Christ,
not crucifixion.
Though baptized
and blessed
and Bibled
We are still
tabooed
and libelled.
You devout
Salvation-sellers,
Make us neighbours,
not fringe
dwellers;
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Make us mates,
not poor relations,
not serfs
on stations.
Citizens,
Must we native
Old Australians
In our land rank as aliens?
Banish
bans and conquer
caste,
Then we'll
win our own at last.

1

quoted

from

publishers,

Kath

Walker’s

My People

Jacaranda Wiley

Ltd.,

(1970,

Milton,
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THE SEEKING GOD
Keith

Warner

GOD IS A SEEKING GOD whose nature is manifested in his love for
his original creation and in his divine intention to recreate a new
humanity, even after humankind turned away from him in disobedience
and sin.
The bible is the story of God reaching out for a relationship of
wholeness with his creation.
That which God created was good, and
he gave to humankind the dignity and freedom to respond to his
invitation to participate in the fullness of his creation. God created a
world in harmony with itself. Out of chaos God’s Word created order,
and it was very good.
God’s reach is seen not only in his creative activity but in his
He is a caring God who is
sustaining providence of the world.
Even in the midst of disobedience and
involved in human history.
self-will, and in the rejection of the divine invitation, again and again
God broods over his creation.
In his wooing spirit he reaches out to
redeem and to restore a relationship with a proud, broken and sinful
humanity.
From Genesis to the time of Jesus, God is revealed as a father
who cares for his creation.
He will not let his ieople go. In the
biblical revelation, God is the seeker, the pursuer, the searcher. So
often one hears people talking about finding God as if he were lost
somewhere. The truth is more nearly that he finds us.
Early in the biblical story, God is portrayed looking for Adam and
Eve.
He searches and asks the question, ‘Adam, where are you?’
Like them, we hide from our Creator, but God searches until he finds
us.
In reading the bible, one becomes aware of the fact that the
search is primarily a divine quest.
It is interesting to note the
number of persons who ‘found’ God while running away from him.
I wish that
Some
The
Where

there

wonderful
Land

all

were
place

Beginning

of
of

our
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And

all

Be

dropped

Old

coat

And

never

our

grief

like
at

the
put

could
a shabby
door

on

again.

Is there such a place? Or is it just a mirage? Is it just a fantasy
land? Is it just a wish? There is within us the desire to start again.
We recognise our dilemma as we cry out for a new beginning, a new
life. We find ourselves like a hamster inside a little cage, going round
and round on a wheel, wondering who will deliver us. Is there
meaning? Can there be fulfilment?
Is there joy? We try all kinds of
things” to help us get to the land of beginning again, for many of us
recognise that we cannot get there by ourselves.
We become aware of our lostness and recognise our need to be
found. We recognise our alienation from God and from each other.
Our basic human needs require fulfilment
beyond ourse81,
ves.
These needs could be listed as follows:
Identity - to know who we really are in relationship to ourse ves,
to God, land to one another.
Liberty - to become free to live.
Productivity - to make our lives count.
Serenity - to know a sense of security.
These basic needs demand salvation outside ourselves. Who and what
can deliver us? It is clear that only the One who made humankind in
the beginning can deliver, restore, and fulfil the desires of the
creature. Only the One who created the vision can enable the fulfllment of the dream.
Grace, God’s divine intervention,
is the answer to our
estrangement and bondage of sin. ‘God was in Christ reconciling the
world unto himself’ (2 Cor 5:19, K JV). The incredible good news of the
Christian faith is that God has acted in grace for the whole human
race. God has acted on behalf of all creation, not just a select few.
From the earliest time of our life God seeks us and loves us. Becoming aware of God’s grace on my own behalf affects my feelings
of self-worth. I am somebody who matters. I also recognise the value
of other persons, for God has acted in grace for the whole human
race.
From the very earliest moment of life, we are recipients of this
grace and favour which is operative within us in many ways. Grace
awakens within us a profound awareness of the supernatural.
Grace
makes us aware of beauty, majesty and order. This grace creates
within the human spirit the desire to be useful.
This grace, often
called ‘prevenient or preventing grace’, works within the human heart
illuminating scripture, convincing a person of one’s need of God, and
38
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enabling a response of faith which makes possible the beginning of
new life in Christ. The profoundly penetrating good word from God is
that long before our turning to God, he seeks, woos and works within
us, enabling us to choose Christ as our Saviour. This grace of God
makes possible my ‘yes’ to God’s invitation to begin again.
In
Ephesians we read of this understanding of the grace of God: ‘For it
is by God’s grace that you have been saved, through faith. It is not
your own doing, but God’s gift.
There is nothing here to boast of,
since it is not the result of your own efforts’ (Eph. 2:8-9, TEV).
This period of time has much to do with our health for the rest
of our life.
It is true in spiritual birth.
One cannot escape the
continuing act of God’s grace which brings one to the moment of
birth. To act as if nothing happened prior to birth is to deny reality.
God’s grace works within us to enable us to come
to the time of
accepting the gift of life for ourselves.
The truth is that God acts to put me right with him. Paul writes
to the Romans: ‘Now that we have been put right with God through
faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ. He has
brought us, by faith, into this experience of God’s grace, in which we
now live’ (Ram 5:1-2a, TEV).
Jesus Christ is God’s outstanding declaration of grace to his
creation.
We are justified by the life, death and resurrection of
Jesus. In a world in which there is hopelessness, lovelessness, and
meaninglessness experienced by many people, it is incredible good
news to know the truth:
‘God loved the world so much that he gave
his only Son, so that everyone who believes in him may not die but
have eternal life’ (John 3:16, TEV).
This grace is appropriated in one’s life when a person accepts it
as a gift. Our response to grace is gratitude. One must decide, yield
and accept in faith this gift of new life. This turning (repentance) in
my life is in response to God’s initiative of grace; it is not the cause
of God’s. grace. Repentance is the response to forgiveness. [Jesus
described repentance as a process of being born again (John 3:3;
Matt. 18:2-3).11
Being born is a radical experience. It is an experience which I
cannot do for myself. You cannot initiate your own birth. It is the
acceptance of that which is given to you and for you. It is to come
to life. It is to come to new life which is made possible by the grace
of God through Jesus Christ in the ministry of the Holy Spirit. This
new birth is to respond in faith to give one’s life back to God. In this
response we become a new creation. Birth is not an end in itself but
the beginning of the process of maturity.
We are born to life and the ,
significance of birth is in the consequences of the life lived.
Birthdays are important as they recall the past and point to the
reality of the now and the days to come.
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Many words have been used to describe this radical change in
human nature: conversion, transformation, reconciliation, forgiveness,
This coming to life, beginning again,
saved, encounter, justification.
is the justifying work of the grace of God. It is the receiving of
pardon and forgiveness.
To miss the experience itself is to be in
darkness and to miss life itself. To respond to God’s gift, in a manner
in keeping with the way the Creator has made us, is to move to a
land of beginning again.
Living in a New Relationship
The key to understanding the Christian faith is in terms of
relationship.
The Christian faith has doctrines, yet it is more than
doctrines.
The faith involves intellectual assent but it is more than
belief.
The Christian life can be best understood and experienced in
terms of relationship.
Creation is understood in terms of God creating and putting all
things together in orderly .relationships.
Sin is understood as the
shattering of those relationships by selfwill and God-playing, with the
result of brokenness and chaos. Grace is the activity of God which
bridges the separation and alienation by penetrating the shell of
estrangement through his incredible love in the life, death and
resurrection of Jesus.
This grace, the divine initiative
of love,
enables us to respond to God’s forgiveness in repentance, faith and
obedience. Conversion results in establishing a covenant relationship
between God and humanity.
This relationship is a continuing dynamic
rather than a static encounter.
The God-human encounter and the covenant relationship are often
illustrated in both the Old and New Testaments by the commitment
between a man and woman expressed in the marriage covenant. The
book of Hosea is the story of God’s relationship with his people
understood in terms of the relationship of Hosea and his wife Gomer.
In the New Testament the image of the church is often presented in
terms of the marriage covenant. The church is the bride and Christ is
the bridegroom (Ephesians 5).
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I RECALL BEING IMPRESSED a few years ago by an address of Pope
John Paul II on the first or second World Day of Peace (January 1) of
his pontificate.
It was a short address, but both meaty and inspiring.
I do not have the text now, but one of the things he suggested was
of
that as a means toward world peace people should make signs
peace.

I notice in the ‘Pax Christi’ (Australia) Newsletter that each
number contains a listing of the family homes at which a monthly
agape will be held, with open door for all. That is a sign of peace.
Such a get-together,
combining prayer, ‘koinonia’ (‘fellowship’
or
‘communion’) and relaxed but serious discussion of on-going Christian
action, is, in theological jargon, a fragment of ‘realised eschatology’.
Perhaps it is even more the ‘realised eschaton’ itself in its
entirety, for ‘is Christ divided?’ (1 Cor 1,13). The ‘realised eschaton’,
even if limited in the here and now, is already fully ‘parousia’ or
‘presence’, in the measure of our capacity.
Heaven breaks through
momentarily, hazily, and there is a ‘pasch of the Lord’. 1
0

0

0

Come to the water
you who are thirsty!
Though you have nothing
I bid you come!
And be filled with the goodness
I have to offer.
Come! Listen! Live! . . .
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So played Keith Warner, Aboriginal pastor-to-be of a Brisbane
Aboriginal fringe community.
Big in stature and heart, he led us in
prayer on the guitar before our daily sessions started in the morning,
and again at night before we retired.
Meetings are mysterious events.
As the countdown started on
this one, for instance, everything appeared
to be going wrong. First
one, then another,’ important’ participant
found
himself
unable to
Was
it
going
to
work
out
at
all?
As
we
drove
down
from
attend.
Darwin into a rainy Daly River, the air was full of grim foreboding.
Often it is good when things seem to be going wrong. ‘Lord, if
you had been here...’ (Jn 11,321. In our case also, the absence of the
absentees was necessary for God’s little mystery to be played out.
What finally rocketed
off was an ideal composition of persons,
with Aboriginal pastors, or pastors-in-training,
forming a numerical
majority.
Two of the number were Aboriginal ladies, Anglicans both,
from Roper River. So there was the quite essential female ingredient.
These two facts combined of Aborigines being in numerical
majority and of the feminine presence - were the key, I think, to the
workshop’s success.
Naturally,
a large measure of the credit must go to the
organisers, Martin and Keren; but thanks and appreciation are also
due to the Revd. Tony Nichols who mobilised Nungalinya College into
the leading role which it, in fact, played.
Tony
I was particularly delighted by the orderly
opening, with
delivering his splendid paper, ‘Towards Indigenous Christian Worship
and Ministry - some Biblical Principles’.
This was good firm ground
on which we could ‘build. With Terry Djiniyini following through with
his unusual inter-cultural
understanding, the building’s delicate frame
suddenly took shape and form before our eyes. Percy Leske, Anglical
pastor at Numbulwar, added most impressive detail.
In fact, each of
the participants without exception contributed his or her irreplaceable
share.
For me, by far the most thought-provoking discovery was that the
Anglicans had recently officially decided to withdraw from the actual
running of their traditional missions in the Territory and that their
withdrawal
had led to remarkably positive
results in terms of
Aboriginal Christian ministry.
Percy Leske’s description of how the
transition had worked at Numbulwar was both vivid and convincing.
His main contention was that our white missionary withdrawal has to
happen for Aboriginal ministry to arise. All, I think, were impressed
by the case he presented which received confirmation from Terry
Djiniyini of Elcho Island and Jovelisi Renata, a young Fijian student
for the ministry who has been closely involved with Uniting Church
communities,
and who this year joins the Nungalinya staff as a
member.
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Nungalinya’s trainees for the ministry had Iall, in fact, engaged
pastorally for a while with a given Aboriginal community, and were
able from their varied experiences to fill out the picture. They were
unanimous in their conviction that Aboriginal ministry is born and
develops only when our foreign withdrawal makes this possible.
Martin Wilson’s valuable review-paper of Fr Bill Burrows’ recent
book, New Ministries:
the global
context,
drew attention to the
fact that we are dealing here with one of the burning issues of
contemporary Church missiology and praxis. It is important that we
see our own north Australian
changing situation
in this wider
I recommend for careful reflection the short section of
perspective.
his paper titled ‘Practical Proposals’, in particular, although the whole
review is worth studying.
Perhaps if a united north Australian catholic episcopate joined its
voice to that of the Indonesian hierarchy on the occasion of their ‘ad
limina’ visit two years ago, in an appeal for understanding of a
cultural milieu very different from that of the Latin West, insisting on
the urgent need for a married indigenous presbyterate, chances of
change in the present Roman legislation might be improved.
Papers and the friendly and often animated exchanges which
followed led me to consider once again our position in the catholic
church of the northwest. I believe that the case is not very different
in the Northern Territory and Queensland, but speak only of the
Kimberley which I have been able to observe at closer range.
I have the impression of a great human and Christian agency for
good which, however, has grown institutionally
woody. We seem to
be immobilised, as though locked in a massive construction of the past
and not knowing how to get out of it. Among the priests who, along
with the bishop, are in practice the authority wielders, there is even
the prevailing view that the old institutional forms are still what is
needed and that our job, indefinitely, is simply to keep the pressure
on. All recognise that the catholic educational system is both energyand money-consuming, but do not question, at least publicly, whether
a redistribution
into less heavily defined operations would not be
evangelically more productive.
And yet this is what, to my mind, we must now make bold to
question. Might not the home-style ‘Basic Christian Community’, for
instance - subject of our Broome diocesan conference 1984 - be
seen, at least in some cases, to offer a more suitable communications
medium for religious education which would faithfully
serve the
culture than the school classroom?
I am not suggesting, obviously, that all our schools, constructed
and staffed with such immense labour, generosity and pastoral care,
should now be closed. How I think we ought to proceed is:
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1)

Establish firmly the Broome diocesan
council announced for the
This matter is of sufficient general interest, I
near future.
imagine, to warrant the inclusion here of the text of an officially
sanctioned letter dated 26 April 1983.
DIOCESAN

PASTORAL

COUNCIL
‘Communications”
PO Box 19
WYNDHAM.
6740

Dear
9
During the last conference committee*
meeting, Bishop
Jobst spoke to us of his desire to have a Diocesan
Pastoral Council at work in the Kimberley.
As the Bishop sees it, a Diocesan Pastoral Council would
Such a body
act as a consultative body to himself.
would help to establish a strong line of communication
between the Bishop and the people; it would act as a
means whereby the Bishop could more readily hear the
voice of the people; and would be a valuable and mutual
source of inspiration and direction.
Diocesan Pastoral Councils, while new to the Kimberley,
are already functioning in many dioceses of Australia.
The Conference Committee has been asked by the Bishop
to put into,motion the machinery for the emergency of a
Diocesan Pastoral Council for the Kimberley.
To that
end, we are now informing you of the Bishop’s hopes, and
we are seeking further clarification
of just what a
Diocesan Pastoral Council has as its goals, objectives and
the kinds of processes through which it works.
We wish to make it quite clear that the Conference
Committee is not a Diocesan Pastoral Council.
We
are merely the body the Bishop is using to inform you of
yet another indication of the Spirit moving through the
North.
. . .

Yours sincerely,
(signed) Sister Colleen Malone
(Secretary)
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2)

3)

Prepare, with the established pastoral council, and whateven
outside help may be judged useful, an out-reaching master-plan
of catholic
action
for submission to all interested persons in
the diocese or beyond.
(It is scarcely conceivable that a
master-plan for the future would not relate directly,
for
instance, with both Darwin and Brisbane dioceses.)
This
operation
would
require
much
preparatory
work
and
consultation, conducted in magnanimous detachment, but ought
Most of all, it would require
not be unduly protracted.
vision.
Feedback would then be
inventiveness, creativity,
requested and necessary adjustments made, until finally a
master-plan would be devised which fully satisfied majority
expectations.
Within this master-plan, the form and extent of our
catholic
educational
commit tmen t should next be considered.
This
would mean a painstaking systematic analysis of facts. What I
would see as probably happening would be something like this:
consideration of the facts might indicate that one school in
mission X would be best phased out; another, in town Y should
be trimmed down to a smaller, simpler dimension. In this way,
to the goals
the purposefulness of each school in relation
of the master-plan
would determine each existing school’s
survival, or reduction, or (catholic) termination.

This operation would possibly leave available personnel for other
forms of work, or pre-work formation courses, seen as more
consonant with the goals of the master-plan. (Possibly, because
displaced religious teachers would doubtless be withdrawn from
the diocese.) There would be many opportunities in a simplified
institutional structure.
In fact, one form of missionary action, new to the Broome
diocese, has quite recently made its appearance. It is composed of
female religious who have attended approved courses in missiology or
the social work to which they feel attracted, and who are now
applying what they have learnt to the local situation with its various
needs in full evangelical consciousness.
Their work is designated
‘pastoral apostolate’, and the persons in question number at present
nine or ten. One of them may have a prison ministry, another a
ministry in health education, another may offer training in arts and
crafts to needier townsfolk, at AA centres and so on. Overall, they
present a less planned sort of apostolate, with more room for
spontaneity and the free movement of grace, than the one we have
been used to in mission, school and hospital.
One is reminded, in them, of that familiar passage in 1 Samuel 17:
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t . . .So David prevailed over

the Philistine with a sling
and with a stone . . . there was no sword in the
hand of David’ (v.50).
Saul’s armour was undoubtedly first-class.
No one had better
armour than the king. But it didn't
suit.
t . . .Then Saul clothed David with his armour; he put a
helmet of bronze on his head and clothed him with a
coat of mail.
And David girded his sword over his
armour, and he tried in vain to move. . .Then David
said to Saul, “I can’t move with these . . .“.‘(vv.38-39).
The operation we are speaking about could be an alleviation, or
even a deliverance, in another area also. This is the increasingly
sensitive area of the Church’s active involvement with State policies,
indicated by Fr Bienvenido Nebres, the Philippine Jesuit superior in an
(18 June 1983) as
interview last year. He is quoted in The Tablet
saying that the very essence of schools at present ‘is to integrate
young people into society, which means into the jobs available and the
world-view that goes with them’. The question then is: who is going
to be the catalyst of change in love if not the Church?
Can we
submit to being co-perpetuators of unrestricted wealth-accumulation
which has brought our world to the brink of chaos?
If some such procedure of change is followed as the one proposed
above, it will stand no chance of succeeding unless it be accompanied
by a whole interior renewal of the self in the spirit of Vatican II. I
think all would agree that the several major new orientations of that
great Church council are a necessary condition for any institutional
structure or activity which is to have meaning today or in the future.
With Vatican II, certain ways, habits, of thinking and speaking, have
definitively been left behind.
With Vatican II also, any viable master-plan would have to be, and
would desire to be9 ecumenical in tone and actual commitment.
For
us in the north, inter-church collaboration is an urgency we can no
longer neglect. We need to step out in bolder ways, co-ordinating our
action closely with those of other churches to the degree that this is
possible. Though my sympathies for Nungalinya College, Darwin, have
been strong already for a number of years, the Daly River workshop
last November has reinforced them.
This College could well be a
hearth of new Christian warmth and revival’ for us all.
It is a mistake to remain aloof from such meetings, or to treat
them sardonically.
Where the thought is, is where the inchoate action
is;
and the Church which fears to play because of the apparent
hazards of the game and the possibly humbling exposure, may find
itself, like Esau, being supplanted.
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The Nelen Yubu Missiological Unit itself, and the related Daly
River Leadership Training Centre, are further instances of daring, ‘extrti-cwricularr,
,enterprise.
Yes, the signs of peace recommended by Pope John Paul II indeed
have their place. They may be small. But they ignite, and their scope
is unbounded.

1
‘Our
Christi

agapes are monthly
reflection/social
get-togethers
at the homes
of Pax
members.
The
format
is flexible
and
in each
case
is
planned
by the
hosts.
They
grew
from the
need
for
“peace
activists”,
or simply
people
concerned
with issues,
to develop
the
spiritual
dimension
of our lives.
Usually
we begin with a reading
and/or
discussion
on some
current
issue
or
set in a Christian
context,
follow
this
with
a Eucharist
end
asoect
of
“peace”
The
apage
begins
at
end with
a pleasant
meal to which everyone
contributes.
5.30
pm and is over by 8.30
pm.’

*
The
‘conference
committee’
referred
to is an ‘ad hoc’
body
of
diocesan
conference
persons
elected
to
prepare
a Broome
scheduled
for August
holidays
1984, at Nulungu College,
Broome.
This wiil
be the
third
such conference
to be held in the diocese
(the
others
in 1980 and ‘82).
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REVIEW NOTICE
In 1928 Fr Georg Walter, of the Pallottine Society, published a book on
Australia and missionary work among Aboriginal people after 27 years
of missionary experience in the Broome diocese, principally, it seems,
at Beagle Bay.
It was recently translated from the German by a lay missionary in
the Broome diocese, Inge Danaher, and Sr Brigida Nailon CSB. The
translation was published by Bishop Jobst of the Broome diocese in
1982, with a foreword by himself.
As its title indicates (Australia:
Land, People,
Mission)
it does
not restrict itself to the Kimberley missions, but endeavours to situate
missionary work amongst Aborigines within the broad framework of the
Australian nation. It was written for German readers in the 1920’s and
has been reproduced exactly as originally written, with pages of
population statistics for 1927, and costs of things in marks and
pf ennigs!
It has interesting anecdotes of missionary life, but so much of the
book is so dated and is directed to a no longer extant public (Germans
in the 1920’s) that I wonder why the translators put so much labour
into doing it at all. They must have considered massive re-editing and
decided against it - unfortunately, in my opinion. Like the readers of
this English-translation,
the original German readers were provided
with predictable pictures of platypus, kangaroos, koala bears and, surprisingly,a turtle belonging to a species not found in Australia, as the
caption ingenuously indicates (p.40). The whole book is very dated,
though I suppose that gives it its own sort of value.
The book will be of interest principally to people who have worked
We shudder nowadays
in the Broome diocese? Also to missiologists.
when we read that ‘the correct mission method’ involves among other
things the proposal that ‘As soon as possible, children can be removed
from the adult camp and the nomadic ways of their parents, and be
housed in dormitories on mission premises to be educated at school and
trades’ (p. 124).
The paper is good quality, the print is clear but the illustrations
rather hazy. It is well bound in paperback, the translation itself reads
well but there must have been some trouble in the proof-reading department as there are an immense number of misprints.
The book is available from Bishop Jobst, Broome, WA; the Broome
Bookshop, or from Sr B Nailon, CSB , Brigidine Convent, 45 Riversdale Rd., Hawthorne, Vic. 3122, and is priced at around $11.95.

--MJW

Georg Walter PSM: Australia,
Land, People,
Mission.
Published by
the Bishop of Broome, West Australia, 1982. (German original edition
1928 by Pallottine Society, Limburg.) Translated by Inge Danaher. 229
pp, 200mm x 135mm. Paperback.
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